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Abstract. Buffering with optical delay lines (ODLs) in optical packet-
switching networks is a way to mitigate network contention. We study
queueing models of ODLs in synchronous and asynchronous optical
packet-switching networks under uniform Bernoulli traffic. We first intro-
duce a Markov chain model for a finite-length ODL forward-buffering
system in synchronized networks and calculate the stationary distribution
of its queueing length as well as two important queueing parameters:
packet loss rate (PLR) and average queueing delay (AQD). We then
introduce an asymptotic analysis based on the generating function of an
infinite buffering system and present approximate expressions for PLR
and AQD. Numerical calculations demonstrate that these asymptotic es-
timates of PLR and AQD are quite accurate. We then extend the queue-
ing analysis to feedback-buffering ODLs in synchronized networks. We
present numerical calculations of PLRs and AQDs for feedback-buffering
ODLs. Finally, we introduce queueing models in asynchronous networks
for forward buffering or for feedback buffering without multiple recircula-
tions. We carry out the asymptotic analysis to characterize the perfor-
mance degradation of ODL buffering in asynchronous switching when
the traffic load is high. © 2003 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
[DOI: 10.1117/1.1572500]
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1 Introduction

Telecommunication networks are experiencing a dram
increase in demand for capacity. The wide range of fut
services will require networks to handle diverse forms
traffic. Optical packet switching has attracted considera
research interest because of its potential to achieve hi
capacity and increased flexibility.1–8 Migrating switching
functionality from electronics to optics can resolve t
electrical-optical-electrical conversion bottleneck in optic
networks. Optical packet switching also offers a finer ba
width granularity than circuit switching, enabling more e
ficient bandwidth sharing among different applications. O
tical packet-switching networks can be divided into tw
categories: synchronous~slotted! and asynchronous~un-
slotted! networks. In a synchronous network, all the inp
packets have the same size and are aligned in phase b
entering the switching matrix. In an asynchronous netwo
the packets may or may not have the same size and
arrive and enter the switch without being aligned. The
fore, the packet-by-packet switch action can occur at
point in time.8

In all-optical packet-switching networks, high-speed o
tical cross-connects~OXCs! are required at each switchin
node to route packets. However, when two or more pac
try to exit an OXC from the same output port and they a
on the same channel, i.e., the same wavelength, conten
Opt. Eng. 42(6) 1741–1748 (June 2003) 0091-3286/2003/$15.00
r
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occurs. In electrical packet-switching networks, content
is usually resolved using the store-and-forward techniq
where packets in contention are stored in a queue
memory and sent out when the desired output port is fr
Because optical random-access memory~RAM! is not
available currently, it is difficult to implement an equivale
approach in OXCs. Many other contention resoluti
schemes have been proposed, including schemes explo
three dimensions: wavelength,4,5 time,1,6 and space.7

Time-domain contention resolution schemes typica
make use6 of optical delay lines~ODLs! as first-in-first-out
~FIFO! buffers in OXCs. ODLs are fixed-length optical fi
bers. An optical packet propagates through an ODL afte
fixed amount of time, which is chosen to be an integ
multiple of the duration of a packet. In this paper, we a
sume the input packets in asynchronous networks also h
the same size, which is the case for most proposed a
chronous optical packet-switching networks.8,9 Various op-
tical buffering schemes based on ODLs have been p
posed. They can be simply divided into two categorie8:
forward buffers and feedback buffers. The difference is t
the optical packets stored in feedback buffers reenter
switching matrix before exiting the desired output po
while optical packets in forward buffers do not. In this p
per, we study the queueing properties in both types
ODLs.
1741© 2003 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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Zhu and Kahn: Queueing models of optical delay lines . . .
In this paper, we assume uniform Bernoulli traffic,
which case, the arrival of incoming packets at each in
port is memoryless and independent of the arrivals of ot
input ports. There is a constant probabilityQ ~equal to the
traffic load! that a packet will be received within a tim
slot. The traffic is uniformly distributed over the outpu
ports except the one corresponding to its input. Suc
simple model has some limitations, since real traffic is
ten bursty and is not necessarily uniformly distributed
all output ports. Nonetheless, our simple traffic models
able us to achieve an essential characterization of opt
buffer performance.6

The remainder of this paper is organized as follow
Section 2 presents the ODL queueing models for synch
nous optical packet-switching networks. In Sec. 2.1,
first introduce the Markov chain~MC! analysis for forward-
buffering queues under uniform Bernoulli traffic and th
calculations of two useful parameters to evaluate the p
formance of OXCs: packet loss rate~PLR! and average
queueing delay~AQD!. We introduce an asymptotic analy
sis based on the generating function of the infinite buffer
system. We use it to derive a simpler algorithm to appro
mate PLR and AQD. Then we present numerical calcu
tions to demonstrate the accuracy of such approximatio
Section 2.2 further extends the queueing analysis to st
the queueing properties of feedback-buffering ODLs. W
also present numerical calculations and discussion to c
pare the performance of these two buffering schemes
their control algorithms. Section 3 introduces queue
models for asynchronous optical packet-switching n
works and derive approximations for their PLR and AQ
We again introduce an asymptotic analysis of the infin
buffering system to study the performance degradation
asynchronous optical packet-switching networks un
high traffic load. We conclude in Sec. 4.

2 Queueing in Synchronous Optical
Packet-Switched Networks

In this section we present the queueing of ODLs in sy
chronous optical packet-switched networks. We will stu
the forward-buffering and feedback-buffering ODLs
Secs 2.1 and 2.2, respectively.

Fig. 1 Broadcast and select switch proposed in the KEOPS project.
1742 Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 6, June 2003
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2.1 Queueing in Forward-Buffering ODLs

For forward buffering, the optical packets enter the switc
ing fabric only once. An example is the broadcast and
lect space switch proposed1 in European Advanced-
Communication Technologies and Services~ACTS!
KEOPS ~keys to optical packet switching! ~Fig. 1!. The
queueing model of one-stage forward-buffering ODLs u
der uniform Bernoulli traffic is simply an MC. Assume th
OXC hasN pairs of input/outputs andK ODLs with propa-
gation delays 1,2, . . . ,K, respectively. The correspondin
MC transition diagrams of queues in optical delay lines f
K<N22 andK.N22 are shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!,
respectively. The state of the MC is the number of optic
packets buffered in ODLs counted at the instant just bef
new packets entering ODLs, andpi is the probability dis-
tribution of a Binomial counting process, i.e., the sum
N21 independent Bernoulli random variables with pro
ability p(1)5Q/(N21):

pi5S N21
i D S Q

N21D i S 12
Q

N21D N212 i

. ~1!

The balance equation of the MC in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!
can be written as a general expression for allK andN:

Fig. 2 MC transition diagram in forward-buffering ODLs with N pairs
of input/outputs and K ODLs: (a) K<N22 and (b) K.N22. The
state of the MC is the queue length in units of the number of optical
packets in the ODLs counted at the instant just before new packets
enter the ODLs. Here, pi is the probability distribution of a Binomial
counting process, i.e., the sum of N21 independent Bernoulli ran-
dom variable with probability p(1)5Q/(N21).
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Zhu and Kahn: Queueing models of optical delay lines . . .
p i55
p0~p01p1!1p1p0 i 50

(
j 50

min(i 11,N21)

pjp i 112 j 1< i<K21

(
j 5max(0,K122N)

K

p j S (
l 5K112 j

N21

pl D i 5K,

~2!

where p i5probability(queue length5 i ) is the stationary
distribution of the MC. Therefore,

(
i 50

K

p i51. ~3!

Using Eqs.~2! and~3!, we can calculate the stationary di
tribution. The PLR is

PLR5 (
j 5max(0,K132N)

K

p jF (
l 5K122 j

N21

~ l 1 j 2K21!pl G . ~4!

The AQD is

AQD5(
j 50

K

j p j . ~5!

To further investigate the properties of this queue
system, we introduce an asymptotic analysis forK→`.
The generating function of such queueing system is

P~s!5(
i 50

`

p i
`si . ~6!

From Eq.~2! and letK→`, we can deriveP(s):

P~s!5
~s21!p0

`p0

s2P~s!
, ~7!

where P(s)5( i 50
N21pis

i5@12 (Q/N21) 1 (Qs/N
21)#N21. To calculatep0

` , multiply s2P(s) on both
sides of Eq.~7! and differentiate it. SinceP(s)us5151,
P(s)us5151 andP8(s)us515Q, we have

p0
`5

12Q

p0
. ~8!

From Eqs.~7! and ~8!, we have10,11

P~s!5
~12Q!~s21!

s2P~s!
. ~9!

With Eq. ~9!, we can derive a simple algorithm to ca
culate the stationary distribution of queueing length with
infinite number of ODLs (K→`):
p i
`55

12Q

p0
i 50

12Q

p0

12p02p1

p0
i 51

p i 21
` 2( j 51

min(i ,N21)pjp i 2 j
`

p0

i .1.

~10!

It is well known that for finite length buffer (K,`) the
PLR in a wide variety of queueing models can be appro
mated by12

PLR.prob~queue length.K !5 (
i 5K11

`

p i
`512(

i 50

K

p i
` ,

~11!

while the AQD can be approximated by

AQD5(
i 50

K

ip i
` . ~12!

To verify that the approximations in Eqs.~11! and ~12!
are valid for the queueing model proposed here
forward-buffering ODLs with uniform Bernoulli traffic, we
present some numerical calculation results for the queue
models of forward-buffering ODLs already proposed.

We first calculate the PLR versus the number of OD
K with traffic loadQ50.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9, respectivel
We assume the number of input/output portsN to be 8 and
64. The results are indicated in Fig. 3 by lines without a
with circles, respectively. The PLRs are calculated with t
MC model analysis using Eqs.~2! to ~4! ~solid lines! and
the asymptotic generating function method using Eqs.~10!
and ~11! ~dashed lines!, respectively, in Fig. 3. The corre

Fig. 3 PLR versus the number of ODLs K with traffic loads Q
50.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9, respectively, for forward-buffering ODLs in
synchronous optical packet-switching networks. The number of
input/output ports N is chosen to be 8 (lines without circles) and 64
(lines with circles), respectively. The PLRs calculated with the MC
model analysis using Eqs. (2) to (4) are plotted using solid lines. The
PLRs calculated with asymptotic generating function method using
Eqs. (10) and (11) are plotted using dashed lines.
1743Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 6, June 2003
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Zhu and Kahn: Queueing models of optical delay lines . . .
sponding results of AQD versusK are shown in Fig. 4. The
AQDs are calculated with Eq~5! ~solid lines! and Eq.~12!
~dashed lines!, respectively.

From Figs. 3 and 4, we see that the results calculated
asymptotic analysis and their approximations by Eqs.~10!
and~12! are in very close agreement to those calculated
the MC model for finite-length ODLs. The asymptot
analysis method therefore offers a much simpler algorit
to study forward-buffering ODLs and the performance
optical packet-switching networks implementing such co
tention resolution methods. We extend the asympto
analysis and their approximation to model the feedba
buffering ODLs in Sec. 2.2.

From the numerical results in Figs. 3 and 4, we can g
insight into the applicability and limitations of the conten
tion resolution scheme using forward buffering. We obse
that when the traffic load is not very high, even seve
optical buffering ODLs can greatly help to decrease t
PLR and will not introduce significant delay in the OXC
When the traffic load is very high, however, we require
very large number of ODLs to achieve a low PLR. In th
case, the AQD will increase, introducing significant dela
Also, longer ODL propagation will more severely degra
the signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! of the optical signals, im-
posing limits on the number of ODLs that can be used
heavily loaded optical packet-switching networks. In th
case, other contention resolution schemes, such as w
length conversion4,5 and deflection routing,7 should be con-
sidered. Most recent optical buffering designs also emp
wavelength conversion.4

Another observation based on our results is that P
and AQD are not sensitive to the number of input/outp
portsN in an OXC. This is an artifact of the uniform Ber
noulli traffic assumption made in this paper.10 In real
OXCs, traffic might not be uniformly distributed over a

Fig. 4 AQD versus the number of ODLs K with traffic loads Q
50.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9, respectively, for forward-buffering ODLs in
synchronous optical packet-switching networks. The number of
input/output ports N is chosen to be 8 (lines without circles) and 64
(lines with circles). The AQDs are calculated with the MC model
analysis using Eq. (5) (solid lines) and the asymptotic generating
function method using Eq. (12) (dashed lines), respectively.
1744 Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 6, June 2003
-

input/output ports, and some busy input/output ports w
inevitably experience a more severe degradation in PLR
N increases.13

2.2 Queueing in Feedback-Buffering ODLs

In feedback-buffering OXCs, the congested packets
stored in the recirculating ODLs and will reenter th
switching matrix to be routed to the desired output po
recirculated again, or discarded, depending on the cur
queueing state and the choice of control algorithm. The
fore, control algorithms in feedback-buffering OXCs a
more complex than in forward-buffering OXCs. I
feedback-buffering OXCs, buffered packets must be pr
erly allocated in ODLs to avoid having more than o
packet destined for the same output port reentering
switching matrix after recirculation, and to avoid unnece
sary delays. Also, extra control mechanisms are require
recirculate or preempt buffered packets. However,
feedback-buffering systems, it is possible for higher pri
ity packets to preempt the lower priority packets that a
already in ODLs, enabling implementation of quality
service ~QoS! in networks. An example is the shared
memory optical packet~SMOP! switch, as shown5 in
Fig. 5.

In this paper, we do not consider QoS, so that the bu
ering will follow the FIFO queueing discipline. We assum
that the feedback-buffering OXC also hasN pairs of input/
outputs andK ODLs with propagation delays 1,2, . . . ,K,
respectively. Since we can recirculate the packets in fe
back ODLs, we may be able to make full use of theK(K
11)/2 available buffering slots. However, the detailed M
transition diagram of queueing in ODLs depends on
corresponding control algorithm. In this section, we simp
assume that allK(K11)/2 buffering slots are available.

From Sec. 2.2, we observe that the asymptotic anal
of an infinite FIFO buffering system offers an accurate w
to evaluate the forward-buffering system. In this sectio
we will extend this asymptotic analysis to study th
feedback-buffering systems operating under a FIFO que
ing discipline. We can approximate the stationary distrib
tion of p i@0< i<K(K11)/2# with p i

` using Eq.~10!. This

Fig. 5 SMOP switch.
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Zhu and Kahn: Queueing models of optical delay lines . . .
is a good approximation in the region of interest, where
PLR is low. In this case, the PLR can be approximated

PLR5(
i 50

K H (
j 5max(0,i 132N)

max(0,i 21) pK(K11)
`

2
2

i ( i 11)

2

1 j F (
l 5 i 122 j

N21

~ l 1 j 2 i 21!pl G J , ~13!

and the AQD can be approximated by

AQD5 (
i 50

K(K11)/2

ip i
` . ~14!

Here we present some numerical calculations for
queueing models of feedback-buffering ODLs in the pr
posed synchronized networks and compare it with
forward-buffering case.

We first calculate the PLR of feedback-buffering ODL
versus the number of ODLsK with traffic loadsQ50.3,
0.5, 0.7, and 0.9, respectively. We assume the numbe
input/output portsN to be 8 and 64. The results are ind
cated in Fig. 6 by solid lines without and with circles, r
spectively. The PLRs are calculated using Eq.~13!. To
compare these with the results of forward-bufferin
schemes, we also plot the PLRs calculated using Eqs.~2! to
~4! ~dashed lines! in Fig. 6. The corresponding results o
AQD versusK for both feedback buffering and forwar
buffering in synchronous optical packet-switching ne
works are shown in Fig. 7. The AQDs are calculated w
Eq. ~14! ~solid lines! and Eq.~5! ~dashed lines!, respec-
tively.

From Fig. 6 we observe that although feedback buff
ing has the potential to make full use of theK(K11)/2

Fig. 6 PLR versus the number of ODLs K with traffic loads Q
50.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9, respectively, for feedback buffering (solid
lines) and forward buffering (dashed lines) in synchronous optical
packet-switching networks. The number of input/output ports N is
chosen to be 8 (lines without circles) and 64 (lines with circles). The
PLRs of feedback-buffering ODLs are calculated using Eq. (13) and
the PLRs of forward-buffering ODLs are calculated using Eqs. (2) to
(4).
f

available buffering slots provided by ODLs, the PLR do
not improve much compared to that of forward bufferin
This is because the traffic is memoryless and during e
time slot the feedback-buffering ODLs can still accept
most K packets, and perhaps fewer if the queue is fu
Therefore, the PLRs for feedback-buffering OXCs are ju
slightly better than forward-buffering OXCs. In Fig. 7, w
can see the AQDs of feedback-buffered packets reach
saturation AQD much faster than forward-buffered packe
especially when the load is high. This is because the que
in feedback buffers are longer, and therefore introdu
more delay for delivered packets. To serve real-time ap
cations, we must implement packet priorities to enable Q
management.

From the numerical results in Figs. 6 and 7, we see t
although feedback-buffering ODLs can recirculate pack
and accommodate longer queues than their forwa
buffering counterparts, the actual PLR performance will n
improve much, because of the limited input access to bu
ering ODLs. Feedback buffering will also introduce ext
AQD to delivered packets, which is deleterious for ma
real-time applications. Considering the system complex
associated with multiple recirculation of packets and t
SNR degradation caused by recirculation, an admiss
control algorithm that avoids multiple recirculation wi
help reduce the complexity of feedback-buffering alg
rithms and improve system reliability.

3 Queueing in Asynchronous Optical
Packet-Switched Networks

In Sec. 2, we presented queueing models of ODLs in s
chronous optical packet-switching networks, in which
the packets are aligned in phase before entering the swi
ing matrix. Since packets enter a switching node from d
ferent links, this requires implementation of a synchroniz
tion stage, which greatly increases the complexity
OXCs. An alternative is provided by asynchronous optic

Fig. 7 AQD versus the number of ODLs K with traffic loads Q
50.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9, respectively, for feedback buffering (solid
lines) and forward buffering (dashed lines) in synchronous optical
packet-switching networks. The number of input/output ports N is
chosen to be 8 (lines without circles) and 64 (lines with circles). The
AQDs of feedback-buffering ODLs are calculated using Eq. (14) and
the AQDs of forward-buffering ODLs are calculated using Eq. (5).
1745Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 6, June 2003
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Zhu and Kahn: Queueing models of optical delay lines . . .
packet-switching networks, in which there is no pack
alignment stage, and a packet may enter the switching
trix at any time, independent of the arrival times of t
packets from other ports. Obviously, asynchronous n
works are less complex and expensive, but are subject
higher probability of contention, because packet arrivals
less well-controlled.

In this section, we study the queueing properties
ODLs in asynchronous optical packet-switching networ
As we observed in Sec. 2.2, recirculating packets more t
once in feedback-buffering ODLs does not significantly i
prove PLR, while it greatly increases control complexi
Therefore, in this section we consider only feedback buff
operated under admission control so that the queued p
ets are circulated in feedback ODLs only once. The que
ing model for such feedback-buffering ODLs will be th
same as that of the forward-buffering ODLs.

Again, we assume uniform Bernoulli traffic at all inpu
ports. However since these packets will arrive at the out
port at any time, we must still model the probability dist
bution of packet arrival at a particular output port. It is we
known that forN→`, the probability distribution ofpi in
Eq. ~1! becomes10

pi5
Qie2Q

i !
, i 50,1,2, . . . . ~15!

Equation~15! shows that whenN→`, the number of pack-
ets arriving within a packet time slot is Poisson distribute
We assume that the packet arrival at each output port
Poisson process with rateQ. Since PLRs and AQDs are no
sensitive toN under uniform traffic, as we observed in Se
2.1. We can accurately approximate real finite input/out
port systems by results derived using Eq.~15!, which as-
sumesN→`.

Assume the OXC has the same set of ODLs as descr
in Sec. 2.1. In this section, we define the state of e
output port to be the residual time~the waiting time in the
queue and the serving time of the output port! of the last
packet in the corresponding queue counted right after
time when it enters the queue. This enables us to set
finite-state MC model whose transition diagram is shown
in Fig. 8. The balance equation is

Fig. 8 MC transition diagram in asynchronous forward-buffering
ODLs with K ODLs.
1746 Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 6, June 2003
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a

-
-

d

a

p i55 (
j 51

K11

exp~2 jQ !p j i 51

(
j 5 i 21

K11

$exp@2( j 21)Q#2exp~2 jQ !%p j 2< i<K11.

~16!

The solution to Eq.~16! is simply

p i5
qi 21~12q!

12qK11 1< i<K11, ~17!

whereq5eQ21.
The PLR can be calculated by

PLR5pK11~12e2Q!5
~12q!qK11

~12qK11!~11q!
. ~18!

The AQD is

AQD5 (
i 51

K11

p i~ i 21!5
q2~K11!qK111KqK12

~12qK11!~12q!
. ~19!

We can use Eqs.~18! and ~19! to calculate PLRs and
AQDs for asynchronous OXCs. In Figs. 9 and 10, we p
the PLR and the AQD versus the number of ODLSK with
traffic loadsQ50.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8, respectively.
Fig. 9, we see that the PLRs of asynchronous networks
much larger than those of synchronous networks, for wh
results are shown in Figs. 3 and 6. Moreover, forQ>0.7,
the PLRs tend to not to decrease asK is increased beyond
a certain value. In Fig. 10, we observe that whenQ<0.6,
the AQDs do not increase asK is increased beyond a cer
tain value. However, whenQ>0.7, the AQDs of asynchro-
nous networks increases linearly withK. These observa-
tions imply that when the traffic load is high, the bufferin
queues in asynchronous OXCs have a very high probab
of being full no matter how large the buffer is. To verif

Fig. 9 PLR versus the number of ODLs K with traffic loads Q
50.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8, respectively, for in asynchronous optical
packet-switching networks. The number of input/output ports N is
chosen to be `. The PLRs are calculated using Eq. (18).
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Zhu and Kahn: Queueing models of optical delay lines . . .
this, we apply an asymptotic analysis forK→`. The gen-
erating function of such a queueing system is

P~s!5(
i 50

`

p i
`si5(

i 50

`

$exp~2 iQ !2exp@2( i 11)Q#%

3S (
j 50

i

p j
`1 (

j 5 i 11

`

p j
`sj 2 i D s, ~20!

wherep0
`50. From Eq.~20!, we have

p i
`5p1

`qi 21 i>1. ~21!

It is well known that only forq5eQ21,1, i.e., Q, ln 2
'0.693, this countable state space MC is positive recurr
and will have a stationary distribution.14 For Q. ln 2, this
MC is transient, and there is no stationary distributio
p i

`50 for anyi ,`. This implies that no matter how larg
the buffer is, this queueing system will eventually use
all the buffering space ifQ. ln 2.

These observations help explain the results shown
Figs. 9 and 10. WhenQ. ln 2 the stationary distribution of
the finite-buffering systems will concentrate on the fu
buffer state for arbitrary buffer size. Therefore, the PLR
not sensitive to the number of ODLsK, and the AQD is
proportional toK. By contrast, forQ, ln 2, the stationary
probability distribution will decrease exponentially with th
queueing length, as indicated in Eq.~21!. Therefore the
decrease of the PLRs withK is approximately exponential
and the AQDs saturate even for larger values ofK, as
shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively.

The preceeding discussion shows that although as
chronous optical packet switching offer a much simp
structure for OXCs, it greatly increases the probability
contention. Therefore, we may require ODLs for asynch
nous networks. Moreover, when the traffic load exceed
certain threshold, i.e.,Q. ln 2 in our model, increasing the

Fig. 10 AQD versus the number of ODLs K with traffic loads Q
50.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8, respectively, for asynchronous optical
packet-switching networks. The number of input/output ports N is
chosen to be `. The PLRs are calculated using Eq. (19).
t

-

buffer sizeK will not help relieve contention, and actuall
increases the delay of the system. Under such high tra
loads, asynchronous optical packet switching with on
ODL buffering is not appropriate. We must either switc
back to synchronous network design or implement ot
contention resolution methods exploiting waveleng
and/or space dimensions.

4 Conclusions

We introduced queueing models of ODLs in synchrono
and asynchronous optical packet-switching networks un
uniform Bernoulli traffic.

We first introduced forward-buffering queueing mode
in synchronous networks. We describe an MC model
finite-length ODL forward-buffering systems and calc
lated the stationary distribution of queueing length in OD
as well as two useful parameters: PLR and AQD. We th
carried out an asymptotic analysis based on the genera
function of an infinite buffering system and obtained a
proximations for PLR and AQD. Numerical results demo
strated that the asymptotic analyses yield accurate estim
of these parameters. We then extended the queueing m
to feedback-buffering ODLs in synchronized networks a
numerically calculated the corresponding PLR and AQ
Comparing the results of forward buffering and feedba
buffering, we found multiple recirculation of packets
feedback ODLs will not significantly improve PLR. More
over it causes optical signal SNR degradation and increa
control algorithm complexity, significantly offsetting th
design simplicity of asynchronous optical packet-switchi
schemes. Therefore, simpler control algorithms and adm
sion control techniques, which avoid complicated multip
recirculations, are more suitable for feedback buffering, a
enable prioritized switching of optical packets.

We then introduced queueing models for asynchron
networks. We assumed either forward buffering or the s
set of feedback buffering that avoids multiple recirculatio
The queueing models of these two sets of systems are
tually identical. We described a MC model for finite-leng
ODLs and the equations used to calculate PLR and AQ
We also carried out an asymptotic analysis to obtain insi
into the performance degradation of ODL buffering f
asynchronous switching with high traffic load.
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